
 

STRINGING YOUR VIOLIN FAMILY INSTRUMENT 

If you need help putting fresh strings on your instrument just follow this simple guide. If you are having any trouble, get in touch with 

your teacher or local violin maker. These same rules apply for the violin, viola, cello and double bass.  

 

 

THE BRIDGE  

While all violin family instrument bridges may look the same, each one is 

uniquely hand crafted to suit each individual instrument. Make sure you treat 

your violin bridge with care, as any damage it incurs will greatly affect the sound 

quality if your instrument, at worst rendering your instrument unplayable.   

 

 

When putting strings on your instrument, it is important to work on a solid yet 

soft surface, making sure to protect the body of your violin against accidental 

damage. Working on a wooden bench or desk top is ideal, as long as the 

instrument is protected from underneath with a towel or thick cloth. Always 

ensure that as you work, the f holes on the belly of the instrument are facing 

towards the roof. This will prevent the sound post inside the instrument from 

accidentally being knocked loose. A loose soundpost is one of the more difficult 

aspects of a violin setup to fix, so if this occurs, contact your local violin maker for 

assistance.  

 

THE TAILPIECE  

The tailpiece is what holds the ball end of the string in place. Make sure that you 

have a soft layer underneath your tailpiece to protect the delicate varnish from 

being scratched as you string. Shown here is a simple cloth tea towel. Once 

strung, a tailpiece will maintain its own elevation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

STRINGING TECHNIQUE  

Starting with the lowest string on the instrument (G for violin, C for viola and cello, and E 

for double bass), push the coloured end of the string through the hole in the peg that is 

closest to the fingerboard as shown. Leave enough string poking through so that you can 

loop around the excess and pull against it as shown. 

Begin rotating the G string peg counter clockwise to wind the string up, maintaining an 

upward tension as shown. Continue winding the string so that it evenly wraps around the 

peg, with the winding working towards the outer edge of the peg box. The final result 

should be that the string should line up with its groove in the nut as shown. This is both 

for aesthetic reasons and so that your strings do not rub against each other in the peg box 

while tuning. Make sure the other end of the string (the ball end) is attached to its 

equivalent tailpiece slot. Wind the string so that it is tight enough for the ball end to sit in 

the tailpiece without popping out, but loose enough that you can still manipulate the 

string a little.  

Do the same thing with the top string of your instrument (E for violin, A for viola and cello, 

G for double bass), so that the lowest and highest strings are set. You are now ready to 

insert the instrument’s bridge.  

Please refer to the end of this guide for detailed images on final bridge position.  

 

SETTING THE BRIDGE  

Place your bridge upright, logo side towards the fingerboard, and let the strings sit in their 

equivalent bridge groove at low to medium tension. Take great care during this part of the 

stringing.  

You will need to continue to adjust the tension on the strings as you work so they remain 

loose enough that they are attached when manipulating the bridge but not so tight that 

you risk the bridge collapsing.  

When standing up, the feet of the bridge should run parallel with the middle grooves in 

the f holes, while the top arch of the bridge should align with the fingerboard arch. Slowly 

tighten the bottom and top strings together while keeping the bridge in position. As you 

adjust the tension on the strings, your bridge will continue to subtly slide and rotate until 

the instrument is at its full tension (strings tightened and in tune).  

Keep checking and adjusting the bridge, maintaining a straight vertical back so that it does 

not fall over.  

 

 



 

 

SETTING THE FINAL STRINGS  

Once the bridge is sitting by itself under medium string tension, you can continue stringing 

the rest of your instrument. Follow the same procedure with the third string (the second 

lowest string, D on the violin, G on the viola and cello, A on the double bass). 

When the third string is done, repeat the stringing procedure with the fourth and final 

string (A string on violin, D string on viola, cello and double bass).   

When all four strings are set, it is time to begin manipulating the bridge into its proper 

final resting position. Always use two hands when manipulating a bridge, using firm but 

gentle pressure with your thumb and index fingers (one on each face). Leave any 

protective cloth in place  

If at any time your bridge collapses, simply lower the tension on your strings and reset the 

bridge until you can easily manipulate them into their bridge grooves.  

When you are finished stringing and your bridge is in a correct final resting position, you 

are ready to tune your instrument up to full tension. Even at full tension you should be 

able to subtly and carefully move the bridge around. Once tuned up, remove any 

protective cloth and enjoy your freshly strung instrument! If you have any issues tuning, 

your teacher should be able to help.  

A fresh set of strings will take anywhere from a few hours to a few days to settle in pitch. 

As with any violin family instrument made from natural and malleable materials such as 

wood and metal, ensure that it remains in its case when not in use, and avoid exposure to 

extreme temperature changes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

FINAL BRIDGE POSITION  

APPLIES TO VIOLINS, VIOLAS, CELLI AND DOUBLE BASS BRIDGES  


